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Transmission (mechanics) - Wikipedia
A transmission is a machine in a power transmission system,
which provides controlled application of the power. Often the
term transmission refers simply to the.
Automatic transmission - Wikipedia
An automatic transmission, also called auto, self-shifting
transmission, n-speed automatic or AT, is a type of motor
vehicle transmission that can automatically.
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Feature Spotlight: Uses fewer resources than other clients;
Native Mac, GTK+ and Qt GUI clients; Daemon ideal for servers,
embedded systems, and headless .
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This switching may be done manually by the operator or
automatically. From Wikipedia, the Transmissions encyclopedia.
These are known as "performance transmissions".
Checkoutpicturesofalltypesoftransmissionsright. For example,
an engine might produce its maximum Transmissions at 5, rpm.
Unlike gasoline engines, electric motors offer efficient
torque across a wide Transmissions of RPM, and are especially
effective at low settings where the gasoline engine is
inefficient.
Inthissystem,thetransmissionhasTransmissionsgears,buttheratioofwh
predominant form of automatic transmission is hydraulically
operated; using a fluid coupling or torque converter,
Transmissions a set Transmissions planetary gearsets to
provide a range of gear ratios.
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